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Due to gift overlaps, we have these cards *and* the Kumon Write & Wipe cards, and overall I prefer

these from Roger Priddy. Both sides of the cards in this set can be wiped clean, and upper and

lower case is addressed in one set. The connection to real-world objects is also stronger than in the

Kumon Write & Wipe, with the object right next to (or above) the letter being practiced. Upper and

lower case letters are traceable, and four images of objects starting with that letter are on each card.

One side is to practice "large" tracing (with one image of corresponding object) and one side is to

practice slightly smaller tracing (with three corresponding images), with several traceable letters and

room for more advanced writers to try their own (that would be later, in our case). In contrast,

Kumon cards are wipeable only on one side; only one letter can be traced/practiced per card; the

real-world object is on the opposite side of the card from where the tracing takes place; and you

have to buy two separate sets to practice lower and upper case. The *only* plus I see with Kumon is

that they have stars and circles to emphasize where to start/end the tracing. I think the Roger Priddy



set will grow with children better as their tracing and writing skills evolve.

My 3 year old likes to sit quietly and trace the letters on the cards. She is also learning them in

preschool, so she recognizes each of them. Sometimes she asks us to sit with her and do some,

which is easy because it comes with 3 dry erase markers. I would highly recommend them to

anyone with a 3-5 year old who is learning letters. One side shows the capital and lowercase letter

with a picture of something that begins with that letter, while the other side shows a word starting

with that letter. The only reason I gave it 4 stars is that the cards are sometimes hard to wipe off if

you leave markings on them and put them away. If you wipe them off when you are done playing

with them, then it's not a problem. My 3 year old is still learning that concept.

These cards have gotten a lot of use over the past year. Our kindergartner enjoys practicing letters

and so do our preschool-age twins who are just learning to form letters. The beauty is they can be

reused over and over. The markers wipe off easily and also come out of clothing easily. Everything

(cards, markers, wipe) fits into a plastic case for easily transport. Overall a great product.

I bought these wipe clean flash cards for my 3 year old daughter back in 2004 at a local bookstore. I

stored them in the plastic case that is included. 9 years later, I pulled these out to teach my 3 year

old son and these still look brand new! I decided to look on here to see if I could buy another set for

my 2 year old son. And I am happy that I can purchase this product on here!These cards are vey

durable, sturdy, easy for little kids to pick up, and a very easy to wipe clean. Each letter of the

alphabet has a picture that begins with that card's letter. The front of the card the letter traceable in

lower & upper case letter one time. Also, the word of the picture is listed only the first letter is

traceable, since that is the letter being practiced. The back of the card has practice for tracing the

letter in both upper & lower case 2 times. Then more space on the line to practice writing the letter.

Then there are 3 pictures with the name of the picture written. Only the first letter of the word

traceable since that is the letter being practiced. At the bottom of the card, the letter shown in upper

& lower case letter.These cards definitely help my daughter learn how to write letters neatly at age

3. By the time she enter Kindergarten she wrote very well. My 3 year old son is always eager to

practice writing on these wipe flash cards. He also enjoys the bright pictures.I am amazed that this

product is in excellent condition after 9 years. (The cloth is still usable, but of course the marker had

to be replaced after all these years! ) So, I totally recommend this product. (I upload my own

pictures of the letter F).



These are perfect for younger kids to help them with pen control and writing letters! I love that I can

use a kleenex or paper towel to wipe the dry erase marker off and use OVER AND OVER! Great for

traveling or to do while waiting at the doctor's or somewhere where they have to be still. Our 3 year

old loves these and not only is getting better at writing letters but also recognizing words and letters.

AWESOME!!

I bought this for my children to keep them busy while I homeschool my older kids. My 3 year old

really enjoys tracing the letters, and it's been great to keep her busy while I'm working with the

others.

My 3.5 year old & 5.5 year old both love to play with these cards. They are a thick substantial

flashcard with both the uppercase & lowercase letters printed for practice. Cards come packaged in

a milky white storage/carry case. Comes with three white board type markers that are low odor & a

cute happy face cloth to erase your child's practice markings. My kids are loving these & so am I as

they are learning & it keeps them occupied for extended periods of time. Great product!
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